The 2~and 3x resonances are re-examined from the point of view that they are vector mesons coupled to conserved currents. The theory of unstable mesons is discussed and formulas are then derived for the emission and propagation of these mesons. The connection with electromagnetic form factors is then given, particularly for the simple case of infinite bare mass. The results are very similar to those of the dispersion method. Experimental manifestations of universality (connected with the conserved vector current) are discussed. Applications are then made to the decay of x and a group of related phenomena, including several "pole" experiments. Also, the contribution of the 221-resonance to 2r-S scattering is discussed brieRy from the vector meson point of view. Finally, we compare the vector meson approach to the alternative method using dispersion relations applied to presumably dynamical resonances. We conclude that the dynamical picture is an interesting special case of the vector meson theory with infinite bare mass, a case in which the mass and coupling constant are determined and the behavior at high energies is less singular. The methods we develop are applicable to the dynamical case.
I. INTRODUCTION treatment is particularly simple if the bare mass is lllflilite.
We then take up the relation of such a description to the dynamical model. We conclude that essentially all the results can be carried over to the dynamical theory, which can be regarded as a special case of the vector meson theory with infinite bare mass. The special case is characterized by a mass and coupling constant that are determined and by less singular high energy behavior, which may be necessary for consistency.
The vector mesons are all unstable and some, at least, decay very rapidly. Let us adopt the notation of reference 5. The dominant decay mode for the p meson (the I=1 particle) is into two pions with a lifetime of the order of 10 "sec. The I=O meson, called oP, can decay into tr +p with a lifetime of about 10 " sec, or, if it is sufficiently massive, into three pions with a much shorter lifetime. A prerequisite of any discussion of the effects of the vector mesons, then, is an understanding of the properties of unstable particles and how to compute with them. We shall therefore begin with an illustration, in terms of a simple model field theory, of the behavior of an unstable particle. The concepts so developed will then be extended to the vector mesons in question, and. to calculations of their eGects.
' 'N recent years a considerable amount of effort has -been expended on predicting the e6ects of a proposed P-wave resonance in pion-pion scattering on various elementary particle processes. This resonance was first suggested' in order to explain some features of the isotopic vector electromagnetic form factors of the nucleon. It has also been suggested' that there may be a resonance in the three-pion system (with I = 1, I = 0); that wouM facilitate an understanding of the isotopic scalar form factors. Some The vector meson approach simplifies greatly the approximate theoretical discussion of the resonances, as
we shall show in a number of cases. We concentrate primarily on the description of the xw resonance as a particle coupled universally to the isotopic spin. The
II. MODEL FIELD THEORY AS A GUIDE
In order to remove all nonessential complications, we shall ignore spin. We are then interested in describing the properties of an unstable scalar meson (called o), which couples to pairs of another meson (called tr).
To make everything explicit and obvious, we shall assume the interaction of cr and x is described by a specific relativistic model field theory. ' W. R. Frazer and J. R. Fulco, Phys. Rev. 11?, 1609 (1960 . ' Y. Nambu, Phys. Rev. 106, 1366 (1957 CTSL -20, 1961 (unpublished D($) thus has neither a pole at m, 02 nor a zero at m"'. In fact, it is easy to see from (3.7) that ReD(m, ') =1, (3.9) and from (3.6) that ImD($) has a pole at m, ' with residue as is, of course, to be expected.
The difference between the form factors for stable and unstable particles is thus easily seen: if the p particle were stable, then near s= esp' we would have
we have instead
where F is the decay rate of the p meson. In terms of D,
we have
where the constant X is de6ned by It may be of value to elaborate a bit further on Eq.
(3.14). Let us define V, ($) If we use the fact that F (0) = 1, we may rewrite (4.6) as V. VERTICES CONNECTED WITH e' DECAY v3yp j""'= (eo/2) j"', voj""=(eo/2) j"'.
( 5 1) The ratio V3 between the p' and oP currents is a conse- 5 6) 2%3'"Es -m"') Here, ll, m are arbitrary states, and s= -(P"-P )', where I', are the total 4-momenta of the states.
g Now the photon will be treated to first order, so eo --e and Z3v --1. Furthermore, we have y, =yoZsp~dp (0) and p"=yoZ3"'d" (0) 
where k and q are the photon and oP momenta, respectively, E and E' the initial and final nucleon energies, and p, p', and p» the initial and final nucleon velocities and the M velocity.
In the same way as the constant f"'"appears in~e' photoproduction; the analogous constant f, o '~, which is the amplitude for the decay p'~v'+p, may be measured in a x' pole term in p' photoproduction. The pole contribution to the cross section is the same as Eq. (5.14) with f"7 replaced by f, 7 and m"replaced by mp. Inverting the roles of~' and cv' in oP photoproduction, and m' and p in p' photoproduction, we see that there are "pole" terms produced by co' and p contributing to m photoproduction. As we have seen in the foregoing, of course, these are not true poles, since oP and p' are unstable. Stated more precisely, there is a contribution to m' photoproduction from two and three pion exchanges; the existence of p and co' produces resonances in these systems and the over-all effect, if the resonances are narrow, is to make the contribution look as if they were "poles" due to p' and~' if one is not right at the places where the "poles" should be. If these "poles" could be isolated experimentally, the constants f"ov and f, ov could again be measured.
Finally, the constant f, can be measured through another "pole" term in the reaction v-+X~p +E or in the reaction v+X~io+X. In the first case, the "pole" is due to a~' meson; in the second case, to a p meson.
VI. CONTRIBUTION OF THE y MESON TO % -N SCATTERING
In this section we translate into the language of vector mesons the work on the contribution of the 2m.
'7 How-Sen Wong, Phys. Rev. 121, 289 (1961). "N. Samios, Phys. Rev. 121, 275 (1961) . resonance to xF scattering, as given for instance by Bowcock et al. '9 In the BCL paper, the s-wave charge-exchange mX scattering amplitude is written as the sum of two parts. The first represents the contribution of the 2~resonance. The other comes from all other singularities, which are treated as if they occurred at infinite mass. (How such an approximation can be justified, we have no idea; we are merely transcribing. )
The approximate formula for the difference of I=2 and I = 2 s-wave scattering amplitudes is then mdiv co j 4ksg
where we neglect the "magnetic" coupling of the p meson to the nucleon since we will work at low energies.
The contribution of higher singularities is lumped into the arbitrary constant B. Here cv is the pion energy, k the momentum, and t/V the total energy in the c.m. Of course, p also has a "magnetic" interaction with the nucleon with a "strong magnetic" moment pp~ã nd a form factor F2& normalized exactly as in Eq. (7.8) .
In the region of negative s, the F's are all purely real. With the mechanical mass of the vector meson set equal to in6nity, the dynamical theory appears as a special case of the vector meson theory in which a particular relation holds involving the coupling constant of the particle and its physical mass. For this special case, the change in the phase shift between $=4y' and s=~is zero instead of n. and consequently the function D(s), which is given by the dynamical theory as a special case by improving some conditions at in6nity on the elementary particle theory. These conditions may well be needed for consistency of the dispersion relations.
To sum up, then, it would appear that everything we have concluded on the basis of the vector meson approach can be applied to the dynamical theory; the only practical differences will be that the masses and coupling constant, which for the vector meson theory are arbitrary parameters, become in the dynamical framework predictable constants, and that the high energy behavior becomes less singular. 
